Cookie Policy
HOW WE USE COOKIES AND WHICH COOKIES DO WE USE
A cookie is a small file which asks permission to be placed on your computer's hard drive. Once
you agree, the file is added and the cookie helps analyse web traffic or lets you know when you
visit a particular site. Cookies allow web applications to respond to you as an individual. The
web application can tailor its operations to your needs, likes and dislikes by gathering and
remembering information about your preferences.

Cookie

Google
Analytics

Google’s
DoubleClick

Name

Purpose

More
Information

_ga
_gat
_git

These cookies are
used to collect
information about
how visitors use our
site, which we use
to help improve it.
The cookies collect
information in an
anonymous form,
including the
number of visitors
to the site, where
visitors have come
to the site from and
the pages they
visited.

Click here for an
overview of
privacy at Google

IDE
DSID

Most commonly,
DoubleClick sends
a cookie to the
browser when a
user visits a page
that shows
DoubleClick ads.
Pages with
DoubleClick ads
include ad tags that
instruct browsers to
request ad content
from our servers.
When the server
delivers the ad
content, it also
sends a cookie. But
a page doesn’t have

If a user opts out
of ads
personalization
using
Google’s Ads
Settings, they will
no longer receive
personalized
advertising from
Google.

to show
DoubleClick ads for
this to happen; it
just needs to include
DoubleClick ad
tags, which might
load a click tracker
or impression pixel
instead.

Google
YouTube

Google
YouTube

Google
YouTube

Content
Management
Session
Cookie

APISID, NID, SID,
1P_JAR

Google uses these
cookies, based on
recent searches and
interactions, to
customise ads on
Google websites.

Click here for an
overview of
privacy at Google

CONSENT, HSID,
LOGIN_INFO,
PREF, SAPSID, SID,
SIDCC, SSID

Cookies HSID,
SSID, APISID en
SAPISID ensure
that Google can
collect user
information for
videos hosted by
YouTube.

Click here for an
overview of
privacy at Google

Nextid, Requests

An embedded
YouTube video
collects visitor
information and
custom preferences.

Click here for an
overview of
privacy at Google

66ab2e5a92fa0e3
9d5350334d684b61d

This cookie is set by
our content
management system
on a number of
browsers, upon
arrival to the
Guernsey
Community Savings
site. It is not used
by Guernsey
Community
Savings for any
purpose. This
cookie is deleted

when a user closes
their browser.
Overall, cookies help us provide you with a better website, by enabling us to monitor which
pages you find useful and which you do not. A cookie in no way gives us access to your
computer or any information about you, other than the data you choose to share with us.
You can choose to accept or decline cookies. Most web browsers automatically accept cookies,
but you can usually modify your browser setting to decline cookies if you prefer. This may
prevent you from taking full advantage of the website.
Most web browsers allow some control of most cookies through the browser settings. To find out
more about cookies, including how to see what cookies have been set and how to manage and
delete them, visit www.aboutcookies.org or www.allaboutcookies.org.
To opt out of being tracked by Google Analytics across all websites
visit: http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout.

